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CONDITIONS CREATING A NEED 

Leisure time, which is playing an increasingly-

big part in everyone^ life, is tending to switch 

emphasis from passive leisure activities like watching 

sports events or motion pictures to actually moving and 

taking part in physical activities. The result of such 

a change is causing American recreation spots to be 

flooded with unheralded masses of people, especially 

in peak vacation seasons. To handle the increasing 

crowds of people, new resorts are springing up and 

older ones are constantly adding on to their facilities 

to keep pace with the movement. 

Skiing is one of the recreation forms receiving 

much of this new movement. This can be easily attested 

to by the fact that visits to ski areas tripled 

between 19% and 196*+. There are many obvious factors 

contributing to this increase, such as more leisure 

tire, higher standards of living, improved transporta

tion, and a rapidly increasing population. Along with 

these basic factors are many others that attest to manfs 

desire to become actively involved in sport for recreation. 

Of the people skiing in the Western areas last 

season, nearly one-third were novices; that is, they 



had been skiing for only one or two seasons, and for 

twenty per cent more of the skiers, it was their first 

year. It should also be noted that two-thirds of the 

skiers are thirty years of age or younger. This factor 

alone shows obvious benefits in years of return visits. 

Another aspect of Western skiing is that it involves 

only a small per cent of the population (slightly more 

than one percent of the Western population are skiers) 

and according to sociological trends, a greater per

centage of the Western states1 population should be 

tapped in the coming years. ( 9, 3, 1967) 

The majority of these skiers (sixty-one per cent) 

come from the heavily populated Pacific Coast states; 

California alone accounts for thirty-seven per cent 

of the total number of people who skied last season. 

Most of those people are participating in spite of the 

handicap of having to spend many hours at the wheel of 

the family car on icy roads. The skiers in the Western 

states must travel an average of 139 miles one way to 

reach their ski areas. This average one-way distance 

increased to 320 miles when skiers took vacation ski 

trips, that is trips on which they stay away from home. 

four or more nights. The non-Western skier travels much 

farther; 600 miles is the one-way average for a skier 

coming to the Western states for a ski vacation. (9, J, 1967) 

These factors indicate a very healthy situation 

for a sport to be in its infancy, and it is capturing 
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the attention of sports enthusiasts who are always 

seeking nev; ways to test their physical capabilities. 

It is also challenging the imagination of private 

enterprise and land managers when they learn of the 

economic gains to be made from Western skiing. 

The average income of the skier in the Western 

states is higher than that of the region as a whole. 

The median family income of skiers in 196^-65 was nearly 

$2000 higher than that for the twelve Western states 

as a region. Inasmuch as skiers generally have higher 

incomes, they probably have more discretionary money 

to spend on their recreation. 

In total, skiers spent $88.b million on skiing 

in 1961+. In addition to that, they spent $26.7 million 

for equipment and clothing in their home towns. In short, 

skiing is big business, benefiting home town merchants 

as well as skiing communities. 

The average daily expenditure per skier in 1965 

was $20.5*f. Although it is possible to ski on a much 

more limited budget, most skiers appear not to skimp 

on expenses for their ski trips. (9, 7-13, 1967) 

This figure could be misleading and should be 

clarified. The average daily cost of the popular 

single-day trip, which requires no overnight accomoda

tions was $11.0*+ during the 1965 season. Many skiers 

(*+6 per cent) never skied except on a single-day trip 

basis. When the skier decided to ski on an ovc-rnight 



trip, the daily costs climb rapidly. Weekend trips 

(one to three nights away from home) cost $2^.8^ 

per day, per skier, more than twice th^t for the 

single-day ski trips. At $52.Mf per day, vacation 

ski trips (four or more nights away from home) cost 

nearly five times as much as single-day ski trips on 

the average. It is no wonder ski areas are expanding 

their facilities to attract the vacation crowd. 

(9, 13, 1967) 

In spite of the increased daily cost incurred, 

fifty-four per cent of Western skiers took at least 

one overnight ski trip in 1965* In fact one skier 

out of five reported that he always stayed overnight 

when going on a ski trip. 

A large portion of the out-of-state skiers visiting 

the various Western areas come from the Midwest and the 

East, and their expenditures have made a significant 

addition to the Western tourist industry. Although 

these skiers accounted for only six per cent of the 

Western skiing, their total expenditures amounted to 

$12 million. 

Its many variables cause difficulty in making 

accurate predictions of skiing growth in the future. 

The growth rate between 1955 and I960 averaged 12.8 

per cent and accelerrated to 19.9 per cent after i960. 

By assuming that past growth rates will prevail during 



the years immediately ahead, the following estimates 

for 1976 may be made: 1) 20.million visits, based 

on the 12.8 per cent growth rate: 2) bj.l million visits, 

based on the 19*9 per cent rate; 3) 27.5 million visits, 

based on the 15".^ per cent average. (9, 11, 1967) 

The broad range in estimated future visits 

(20 million to million visits) emphasizes that a 

simple extension of past trends involves fundamental 

hazards. Such extensions of numbers alone do not take 

into account the underlying factors responsible for 

past growth. Since 1955, the annual increase in num

ber of visits to Western ski areas has been closely 

related to the annual increases in population size, 

per capita income, and amount of leisure time. Although 

these factors do not explain why people ski, their 

association with increased ski area attendance seems 

logical; specifically, a greater proportion of an in

creasing population will have both the money and the 

time to go skiing. 

It can be assumed for the purpose of estimates, 

that these three factors will continue to have about 

the same relationship with attendance in the future, 

and on this basis, 12«1 million visits can be anticipated 

in 1976. This would mean an average increase of 3.3 

per cent. 

There are three major factors that contribute to 

leeping down the number of people participating in 



skiing. These are 1) physical demands, 2) cost, and 

3) distance. These factors also contribute to the failure 

of some skiers to participate actively year after year. 

These influences can be seen especially in women. 

Among skiers twenty or under, the population is abort 

equally divided between men and women. By the age of 

thirty, about one of every four skiers is a woman, and 

by the age of forty, only one of every eight is a 

woman. Marriage and demands of family responsibility 

help explain the relatively rapid depletion in the num

bers of women skiers. This is also emphasized by the 

fact that although seventy per cent of the married male 

skiers report that their wives are skiers, less than 

one-half these wives actually skied during the 196? 

season. (9, 17, 1967) 

The ski areas can minimize the influence of these 

deterrents and entice more people to the slopes by 

continually improving facilities for moving people up 

the hill, and developing more ski slopes. This is 

already evident with the new uphill facilities like 

chair lifts and gondolas replacing the old rope tows. 

People are now able to make more runs per day because 

they do not become fatigued from hanging on to archaic 

rope tows. This has greatly helped to bring skiing 

within the endurance limits of more people, particu

larly women. This can be evidenced by the fact that 

the 36 largest Western ski areas, which constitute 



only IS per cent of the areas, accounted for nearly 

60 per cent of the total visits. 

Along with the convenience of lift and slope 

facilities of a successful ski area is the living 

environment that embraces the slopes. With the 

increasing value placed on the "night life" of ski 

villages, it becomes more and more important for a 

ski area to be able to adequately house and entertain 

all the skiers enjoying its attractive slopes. This 

"social consciousness" factor is providing the neces sity 

for a great amount of building of resort villages in 

our Western ski areas. If an area cannot provide these 

social amenities, it may soon see its snowy slopes 

abandoned for another area that can offer these things. 

The challenge is out to Western ski areas to keep up 

with the increasing demand of recreational skiers and 

to provide the facilities for their many needs. 





LOCAL CONDITIONS 

Bridger Bowl is a relatively new ski area located 

about 16 miles northeast of Bozernan (see Fig. 5" ) 

in the 3ridger Mountain Range. The site is a natural 

one, selected because its vide open slopes would 

require little or no trail cutting, and because it 

always receives a wealth of snow during the winter 

months. 

Bridger Bowl had its beginning in 195^ with the 

cutting of an access road and the installation of a 

2*+00 ft T-b3r. In 1957, a 1900 ft platter-pull lift 

was added to reach up 900 additional vertical feet into 

the base of the cliffs that form the top of the Bridger 

Range. For several years, these facilities adequately 

served the needs of Bozernan recreational skiers. At 

that time, Bridger Bowl was little publicized and it 

was intended that it remain just an area for local skiers. 

Due to the quantity and quality of the snow and 

its excellent slopes, Bridger Bowl became a favorite 

ski area for many out-of-town skiers. If no other area 

had snow, you could still be sure Bridger Bowl did, so 

many skiers drove from Billings, Helena, Butte, and 

Great Falls to enjoy the abundance of snow in the Bridger 



Mountains. Scon the number of skiers grew to such 

proportions that skiing on weekends meant waiting through 

long lift lines, so many local skiers stayed home. 

In 196^ a *+910 ft chair lift was completed and Bridger 

Bowl once again realized a great increase in the number 

of people skiing the area. In that one year, the 

number of skiers at Bridger Bowl increased 65 per cent, 

(see Fig. 1 ) 

Crowded conditions again in 1967 forced Bridger 

Bowl to build a new lift. This time it was a 7200 ft 

chair lift which now carries skiers over into an entirely 

new area, opening up many new slopes to the skiing 

public and reducing the burden on the other lift and 

ski facilities. This lift begins down the hill at a 

much lower level in order that much of the drive to 

reach the old lift could be eliminated, thus elimina

ting a large expense necessary for road clearing. 

Another reason for the location of the base terminal 

in that area was for the ease of establishment of a 

base village in the surrounding area, both from the 

aspect of accessibility and the fact that the surrounding 

land is private property and could be used for the estab

lishment of a base village. (see Fig. 2 ) 

It would be helpful to refer to the graphs of 
i 

Fig. land note the various additions to the facilities 

at Bridger Bowl to see how these changes affect the number 



of people skiing the area and the economy of the area. 

It is important to realize that a straight-line graph 

cannot tell you at a glance all the conditions that 

affect the results; it can only serve as a relative 

comparison of trends and characteristics. It should 

be noted that the 1965-66 season was a bad year for 

snow all across the country and this did significantly 

affect Bridger Bowl. Also economically speaking, the 

management of the area was particularly bad in 1967-68, 

yet a decent net income was still realized. This year 

(1968-69) should be a very good year for profits due 

largely to the acquisition of a full-time manager for 

the ski area and many changes in policy. Figures on 

this season will not be available before the completion 

of the written portion of this thesis, but information 

on the finances of Bridger Bowl at any time can be 

obtained from Don Larson at the First National Bank 

Building in Bozeman. 

According to Mr. Larson, presently the season ticket 

sales are up by per cent over last year's at the same 

time and children's tickets are up 65 per cent over 

last year. This shows a reflection both on the increasing 

popularity of skiing and on the new management policies 

^t Bridger Bowl, mainly tnat of doing a professional 

job of slope preparation so that the skiers can enjoy 

good skiing all the tire rather than have to fight lots 

of unpacked snov; many days out of the season. 



With thes? factors and improved air service to 

Bozeman, a ^ew dimension is being ad-'ed to Bridger 

Bowl skiing: the Midwestern skier. People from the 

Midwest are finding it increasingly easy to get here 

and our slopes pleasantly attractive for family skiing. 

During the past three years, the number of Midwesterners 

spending their Christmas vacations here has more than 

quadruppled and indications from Midwestern skiers show 

next year will see even more people visiting Bridger 

Bowl. The biggest drawing cards for the area have 

been its friendl3r small-town Western atmosphere, reasonable 

family rates, and quick easy transportation service to 

Bozeman by major air routes. 

Look at any airlines map and it is obvious that 

Bozeman is perfectly situated to draw the Midwestern 

crowds, especially the Chicago and Minneapolis people, 

who have been coming here in large numbers throughout 

the season. However, before this can really occur on 

a large scale, there is a serious drawback that must 

first be overcome. This is that Bridger Bowl doesn't 

have adequate skiers1 services on the hill. This means 

places to stay, eat, get skis repaired, rent and buy 

equipment, and entertainment areas for the skiers using 

the area. 

In the success of a ski area, there are many factors 

which are important. One of these is the benefits 
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that the ares can provide to the skier besices thst of 

skiins itself. It is imperative to the future success 

of Bridger Bowl that it begin planning now to provide 

these services to take care of the growing crowds of 

people coming here. The present facilities built 

in 1967 and 1968 (see Fig. 3 ) are already over-crowded 

almost every weekend, and at peak vacation times, they 

are almost unbearable. 

Another point of interest is that there are only 

very limited accomodations at the ski area. These are 

in the form of a guest ranch, so most of the skiers 

must stay in Bozeman and drive 32 miles a day to do 

their skiing. This is terribly inconvenient to the 

skier, especially if he vas to rent a car to drive to 

the hill each day because he can get no accomodations 

at the hill. The savings in car rentals and convenience 

of not having to load everything in a car each mcrning 

would encourage most skiers visiting here to stay at 

facilities on the hill if they were available. 

In order to continue to successfully attract the 

Midwestern skier in growing proportions, a ski village 

must be created at Bridger Bowl. The old conservative 

idea of waiting until people arrive before building 

houses for them just is not going to work in the light 

of modern society. When people want something , they 



want it right away and it is then-fore important to 

anticipate their desires in order to provide for them 

before they look elsewhere to find a place that can. 

People have cone here as an "elsewhere" and they 

like what they have found, but these are only the 

harbingers of the movement and the real migration will 

be soon to follow. In this thesis I am concerned with 

the design of a village and related structures as a 

suggestion of what could be done to insure the success

ful service of Bridger Bowl to its increasing recreation 

der.ands. 
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aoie 1:3. Trade Area Population, I960 and Projections for 1975 and 

] 980* 

»aae Area I960 
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1980 Projections 
"Til TTT 
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Total 

54,282 

76,570 

23,331 

61,738 

32,228 

123,508 

32,771 

ll(,912 

26,01)5 

16,1)58 

17,080 

113,328 

10.50H 

17,333 

32,688 

21.911 
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71,153 

96.116 

24,725 
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34,583 

14,469 

31,583 

20,273 

21.117 

139,016 

11,607 

18,444 
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Source: Ibid. , Diehl, W. D.; Henderson, J. M. and Krueger, A. 0.; 
Roth, D. E.; population data distributed in accordance 
with Trade Area designation. 
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Table 1:10. Bozeman Trade Area Labor Forces by Sectors, 1950, 
I960 and Projections to 1980 

Sector 1950 I960 1970 1975 1980 

Agriculture 1,822 1,139 1,228 1,122 1,017 

Mining and Oil # 8 21 21 20 20 

Manufacturing 575 830 947 1,005 1,064 

Construction 513 498 637 707 776 

Retail Trade 1,392 1,599 ' 1,854 1,981 
* 

2,109 

Wholesale Trade 183 277 345 379 413 

Services & Govt. 3,^00 4,556 5,810 6,437 7,064 

Unemployed 226 380 440 470 500 

Total 8,119 9,600 11,282 12,121 12,963 

Percentage Distribution 

Agriculture 22.12 15.0S 10.9S- 9.3S 7.8% 

Mining and Oil .IS .2% .2% .2% .2% 

Manufacturing 7.IS 8.6% 8.4S 8.3S B.2% 

Construction • 6.3S 5.2S 5.6S 5.8S 6.OS 

Retail Trade 17.1S 16.7S 16.4S 16.3S 16.3S 

Wholesale Trade 2.3S 2.9S 3.1S 3.1S 3-2S 

Services & Govt. 11.9? 47.5S 51.5S 53.0S 54.5S 

Unemployed 2.8S 4.0S 3-9S 3-9S 3.9* 





SITE CONDITIONS 

Location 

Bridger Bowl is located in T.l N., R6 and 72. 

S-J: of sections 19 and 2b and N2* of sections 30 and 

26, N. latitude, 1110 W. longitude in the southwest 

corner of Montana. See Fig.10 for the exact location 

of the Bridger Bowl ski area. 

The site selected for the village and condominiums 

is located in T.l N., R7S. SEt of section 19. 

Orientation 

Situated on the east side of the Bridger Range, 

the site receives the early rays of the morning sun 

and direct sunlight during the winter usually until 

between *f:00 and *+:30 pm depending on the month of 

the year. 

Immediate and Distant Views 

For references concerning the terrain and views, 

see the photographs of Fig. 13, which were taken from 

the site. The view to the north is of Ross Peak and 

Battle Ridge Pass. South of the site the mountains 

open into a valley of rich farm lands and range lands. 



The east offers a view of the Crazy Mountain Ran~e, 

far behind the close form of Grassy Mountain, The 

west view is of the ski area and the top of the Bridger 

Range at an elevation of 8^00 ft. 

Natural Features 

By natural features, I air. referring to the natural 

land conditions of the building site itself. The 

photographs of Figs, lb and 15 best show the features 

of the site. Hidden by the snow is a small lake formed 

by two forks of Kaynard Creek and held by an earth dam 

from where Fig. 15 was taken. 

Climate 

The climate of Bridger Bowl is in general similar 

to the other intermountain valleys of the Northwest. 

It is continental in character and subject to wide 

extremes of seasonal and daily temperatures. A difference 

of 30° F. within 2b hours is not uncommon. Winds are 

variable in movement and direction, in the day prevailing 

from the west or southwest and at night shifting to south

east. The coldest winter winds are from the east. 

The mean annual temperature is ̂ lA0 F. The average 

temperature in the spring is ^1.2° F; summer is 63.0° F; 

fall is F; and in the winter it is 23.1° F. 



Temperatures in the winter can drop to 20 or 30° below 

zero, but seldom for more than a week at a time. 

The average annual rainfall is 17.29 in, and the snow 

can be expected to re?:ch ̂  in* at one time. 

Vegetation 

Ground vegetation includes mountain sagebrush, 

grass, and summer wild flowers. The trees are mostly 

fir, ranging from 10 to 25 ft, tall, and a few aspen 

are scattered about, mostly near the valley. 

Zoning Regulations 

Since the site is neither within the National 

Forest Service boundary lines, nor the limits of any 

city, only the National Building Code is applicable. 

Availability of Utilities 

Utilities available on or adjacent to the site 

are electricity, propane, and oil. Water is obtained 

by piping it in from natural springs, and sewage must 

be provided for individually. There is no natural gas 

available at the present time and the existing structures 

utilize electricity. 
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AESTHETICS 

In discussing aesthetics or "what is art," it is 

sometimes easier to say what it is not than what it 

is. As in searching for the mate to a particualr 

button we tend to examine them in terms of what c'^rac-

teristics disqualify a certain•button, rat'-.er than what 

features give two buttons a match# 

According to Croce in his essay on aesthetics: 

" 1. Art is not philosophy, because philo
sophy is the logical thinking of the universal 
catarories of bsing, an~ art is the unreflective 
intuition of being. 

2. Art is not history, because history 
implies the critical distinction between real:ty j 
and unreality; the reality of the passing moment; 
and the reality of a fancied world; the reality 
of fact and the reality of desire. 

3. Art is not natural science, because 
natural science is historical fact classified 
and so made abstract; nor is it mathematical scienc 
because mathematics performs operations with 
abstractions and does not contemplate. 

1+. Art is not the play of fancy, because 
the play of fancy passes from ima~e tn image 
in search of variety, rest, or diversion, seeking 
to amuse itself with the likeness of things that 
give pleasure or have an emotional or pathetic 
interest. 

5. Art is not feeling in its immediacy... 
Feelings in their immediacy are "expressed" for 
if they were not, if they were not also sensible 
and bodily facts ("psycho-physical phenomena" as 
the positivists used to call them), they would 
not be concrete things and so they would be nothing 
at all." (3, 556, 196>+.) 



If art is not all these things, then architecture 

must be art in the process of becoming. Architecture 

is the link between art and philosophy; while philosophy 

transcends the image, architecture is the reflection 

of the faithful search of ima~a in form. While it 

may be true that the real works of art exist only ir 

the minds that, create or recreate them, architecture 

remains the physical link between the creators and 

the recreators. That is not to say that physical 

states enter largely into the recreators, or spectators, 

consciousnesss only that these forms, or the suggestion 

of them are a necessary precondition of his pleasure. 

Our pleasure in architecture is primarily one of the 

mind an" the spirit, but the link between the physical 

states and states of the mind an I emotions needs no 

emphasis. 

According to Paolo Soleri, head of the Cos'inti 

Foundation in Scottsaale, Arizona, an outstanding 

architectural theorist: 

"Two aspects of life remain for the hope and 
possible joy of man; compacsion and creativity, 
both impervious to computation. Compassion and 
creativity are pervasive by nature. They are 
environmental. This is their impervious qualtiy. 
Like water, they must run in and through, expand 
and radiate. The" must permeate. 31se they are 
mere shadows of themselves: computable shadows. 
(8, 5, 196?) 

!'an can create nothing in and of himself. All 

of man's art is simply an art of combination; it can 
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be nothing more. All that can does, all that ran can 

ever do, is to bring together things which he finds 

already in nature. As in the act of gardening all that 

mar. does is combine capacities in things which are by 

nature fitted to complement each other. The combina

tion alone is his; the elements are inevitably borrowed; 

thev belonged to nature before his act and belong still 

to nature after his act. 

Kan's act of architecture then is not one of creation, 

but more one of innovation. The first condition of 

architecture is nature's dispensation, and man must 

find the correct combinations to produce form within 

the limits nature allows. This is directly connected 

with architecture in the terms of structure. 

"Architecture is not structure per se, but is based 
on structural elements, md goes beyond any 
structural achievements. Any structural achieve
ment is a poor reproduction or copy of more 
sophisticated structural systems which nature 
offers in the micro and macro cosmos." (2, 27, lq66) 

The real aesthetics of architecture is ultimately 

concerned with the image or the relation of images in 

space. It is the architect's task to transcend the 

subject world of aesthetics to the objective. This 

can only be done when the subjective sense is sufficiently 

strong to extend to the universal. Jaun Cotera, in his 

essay "Three I'inutes of Silence and the Cubic Foot of 

Space" discusses the problems of attaining the univer

sal in architecture: 
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'm-iv^s-.l beauty doss not arise from the 
oarticular character of the form but fror. 
the dynamic rhythm of its mr.erent relation-
cVp* ps or in a composition, ,i.rom uhe mutual 
relationship of its forms. Form and rela
tionship are of equal value and neither takes 
Accedence over the other. In the process of 
purifying art, all external factors are sys
tematically eliminated, leaving form and relation
ship, and eventually purifying form until it 
attains a high degree of neutrality. Only 
feelings which do not evoke individual feelings 
or ideas are neutral. Geometrical forms, 
bein£ so profound an abstraction of form, 
nav be regarded as tending to be neutral, or 
as" neutral as form can possibly get. But no 
form^is absolutely neutral, so eventually only 
relationship is left. (7, 27, 1966) 

The task of the aesthetics in architecture, as in 

all arts, is to communicate to the conscious and the 

subconscious of the intellect man's identity in the 

world. If architecture fails to communicate -with man, 

it ceases to be architecture and is merely construction 

that is the problem in design. The mathematical pro

portions belong to the abstract intellect, but the aes

thetic belongs to the bodily sensations and the incom

municable of the spirit. 

The physical setting of the site demands a great 

deal of respect to its natural features. The organiza

tion of the village should reflect the wishes of the 

land. This is not to say the village should be timid, 

but only that there exists in nature a certain organizi 

structure that man should acknowledge. The strength, 

solidity, and unyielding certainty of nature should be 



reflected in its forms and nature's variety and excite

ment should be ir. its spaces. The materials used should 

be of an indigenous nature, indigneous both to the locale 

and to the nature of ski villages that the people have 

come to love and associate with mountains throughout 

the world. 

The permanance of cold concrete can be combined 

beautifully with the wr.rmtr of natural-textured wood 

to give the village a p?rsonalized charm amid its 

rugged strength. Clean white plaster reflects the 

s'ows of the winter between the simple tirber framing 

of the trees. Hugged shapes show off their textured 

roofs and walls to the jagged mountain peaks high 

above, and the interplay of spaces should be reminis

cent of a walk through the varying patterns of the 

wooded areas about the village. The use of these simple 

materials and interrelationship of forms can give the 

warmth and unity to tie the village together into an 

atmosphere of solidity and purpose. 

The interior spaces should be of major considera

tion in .he aesthetics of the ski environment. With 

the rough unyielding forces of nature all about and 

throughout the village, the interior spaces should be 

getting out of the cold and the snow. They should be 

the warmth and the congeniality; the humanity of man 
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should be inherent in its spaces. The actual spaces 

and relationship of spaces is of course of primary impor

tance to the success of the function of the space, but 

of almost equal importance to the success of its purpose 

is what is done with the space once its physical boun

daries have been created. I have learned through 

experience that a visually enriched environment is 

of great importance to the interior spaces of a ski 

village, and is in some cases almost a necessity. The 

use of warm colors with the natural textures of nature's 

rough materials and those of man's soft materials can 

often give a wonderful sense of compatability and beauty 

through contrast that acts to serve a dual purpose; 

besides the obvious of covering the walls and floor, 

it reveals to the subconscious of the intellect the 

difference between man and nature. This difference is 

manifest in the outward result (and goal of the space) 

of open-hearted friendliness and hospitality. 





F"~iJCTICIT 

To simplify the complex functioning system of a 

si:i area development for the purpose of this study, 

I shall divide the function of the ski area into two 

categories: 1) the uphill lift facilities and 2) the 

base area support system. 

The first is the basis, the controlling factor 

initially for the total area, since it is the major 

influence to the attraction of people and in that 

respect makes the second category applicable. I say 

it is the controlling factor "initially" because it 

established through its location the location of the 

base support area and once established, each has its 

own free will and neither tak^s precedence. That is 

the cass with Bridger Bowl, since the construction of 

the second chair lift has established the general area 

for the location of the base support. Conversely, the 

location of the base terminal of the second lift was 

based largely around the ease and convenience of the 

establishment of a sufficient base support area. 

The two are wed together initially through necessity 

and then each becomes free to achieve optimum performance 

individually within the framework of their context. 

I shall then discuss these two categories individually 



with reference only to the factors contributing 

to the successful functioning of their service. 

Uphill Lift Facilities 

In general, the function of the uphill lift 

facilities is to carry people rapidly and efficiently 

to the best skiing terrain available to serve the mary 

variec needs of the slciing public. 3ach new lift 

established is dependent primarily on the ease of 

accessibility fror existing lift facilities and is re

sponsible to provide new regions for skiing and relieve 

some of the pressure caused by increased crowds on the 

other slopes. Thus not only is it necessary to provide 

more uphill capacity, but it is also necessary to pro

vide more acreage of snow fields for skiing. This can 

becore a relatively complex system in regards to optimum 

performance of lift services in relation to established 

lifts and in respect to the terrain necessary for the 

varying abilities of skiers present on the slopes. 

In the location of new lift services, the location 

of old lifts and trails has the first word in their 

establishment, at least so far as the base terminal of 

the new lift is concerned. Prom that point, the lift 

is free to estaolish ios own will in the provision of 

suitable skiing slopes. There are many fscto-s that 
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contributing factors. 

Tve lift or lifts should ntter.pt to provide £ 

v-^ietv cf terrain, A basic breakdown of slopes ir. 

•oer cent age for th- various capabilities of skiers is 

river. b" the Forest Service Recreation Branch as: 

Practice area: 12-20^ slope 

Beginner: 15-25/-; slope 

Intermediate: 2?-^+0^ slope 

Advanced: bO-55^ slope 

Expert: 55-?0£ slope 

The" also go on to state that for a ma i or winter 

sports area, 15% of the area is to be devoted to the 

beginner; 55% to the intermediate; 20% is for the 

advanced; and 10^ of the ski ares should be for the 

experts. ( 11, 1969) 

These figures are, of course, subject to some 

locrl modification, but in general should ser--e as 

guidelines for the establishment of new ski runs. 

Th= present facilities provided at Bridger Bowl 

are geared to the beginner and intermediate with the 

exception of the upper half of Lift #1 and the T-bar 

slopes (see Fig. 2). The entire r.ev lift :~2 an* the 

lower half of Lift #1 provide most of the ^acilitios 



for these beginning skiers at Bridger Bowl and 

trie expansion program will, in general, be dedicated 

to the more advanced intermediate and expert skiers. 

In orovi~ing service to these mor~ advanced 

skiers, variation is a must to add excitement and 

challenge to skiing to make it more rewarding. There 

are, however, certain characteristics that must be avoided 

in choosing ski trails. The general safety of the 

skier should be considered; traps and cliffs should be 

avoided and where the trail gets steeper, the skiing 

area should also get wider to account for the increase 

in speed and the possiblity of mistake. Sidehill terrain 

should, as a rule, be avoided. It is also desirable 

to avoid slopes with a southern exposure because the 

sun will hurt the skiing surface. 

I am not attempting to design ski trails in this 

discussion, only to point out certain features of the 

natural terrain to watch out for in the establishment 

of the uphill expansion facilities. T'^ese are the ma^or 

features that will affect the location of the new lift 

facilities to serve the caliber of skier that these 

facilities need to reach. As I said before, the original 

factor in choosing a site for the new facilities is 

the location of the existing lift facilities. 



toe 5ase .'.res Sum or t Sister. 

tv-2_s category is a very broad sister, of services 

to facilitate use and enjoyment of the re ere-, tier. 

a~ea. In discussing this section, I shall break the 

general system down into its primary subsystems: 

1) Access and Parking 

2) Operational service 

3) S':ier service 

*0 Village service 

5) Lodging 

6) Dining £: entertainment 

7) Recreation 

In discussing the base support area in its sub

systems, I shall attempt to brine; out th: features which 

make up the subsystems and relate their function to 

the function of the subsystem. Through this, I feel 

I can arrive at a comprehensive base area support system 

and flow diagram,for the entire complex, 

Ac cess a r.f. Pa rki ng. This aspect is already fairly 

well-established, though it should be noted that the 

capacity of the lot should roughly equal the capacity 

of the slopes. The slope capacity can be calculated 

roughly by the formula: 

vertical rise lift capacity y hours of operation 
of lift A per hour per day 

X .9 (loading size capacity per 
efficiency) ~ day 



With the addition of esch new lift, the site capacity 

will increase and this figure should be added to the 

tonal. Through this system a somewhat realistic pro

portion of parkin-: area to shier capacity can be main

tained and the area necessary for parking-lot expan

sion can be anticipated. 

It is also desirable to provide area for busses 

to load and unload passengers where they will not inter

fere with the normal flow of vehicular traffic. A special 

parking lot could be provided for these busses during 

the day while they wait to take the skiers home after 

skiing. It is a good idea to park the busses parallel 

and into the prevailing wind. 

The existing parking lot is quite sufficient both 

in design and location to successfully serve its needs. 

Since it lies directly across from the village, I feel 

that a service loop could serve the village for both 

commercial and guest uses. Then -he major parking lot 

would be used for the parking of the village itself. 

Operational Service. The operational service is concerned 

with keeping the area functioning efficiently. A space 

should be provided for the storage and maintenance of 

the area's snow equipment. This space should also serve 

as the general shop for lift maintenance. This area 

should bn away from the other functions of the village 

since the service vehicles' motorized nature does not 



cnrcrost close proximity to the village itself. Its 
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serviceable function is mainly related to roacl work 

and slope grooming and therefore, the s?see provided 

should relate primarily to tie roadways and parking lots. 

Also it should be noted that most of the ;se anc move

ment in this area occurs before the vehicular traffic 

arrives. 

Skier Service. This is a very general category, taking 

in a broar1 range of things. The main elements tha~ make 

up this service are related to the actual skiing itself 

and to the roads over which the day skier must pass as 

opposed to the person staying at the village. 

One of the basic functions of skier service is to 

provide an on-location center for skiing activities. 

This includes an information center, a place to buy tic

kets, a space to put on and take off boots, cafeteria 

services, bathrooms, a ski school meetin- place, and 

office space for the administration. This should be 

located within easy access of the parking lots and the 

base lift terminal. This space exists now as the base 

chalet, or day lodge, and in the expansion of the area 

will be used in the same capacity. I do not feel that 

the increase of skiers vail warrant an addition to these 

facilities, as the actual village will serve to reduce 

the peak-hour crowds using the space. I-'ost of the prob

lem with the space at the T)rcse.'.t time occurs d'ring 



the noon hour with everyone trying to eat a~ once. 

The additional dining facilities of the village vill 

reduce the load on the chalet and render expansion 

unnecessary • 

Another aspect of skier services is the ski patrol. 

T.M s service should be located so as to be easily accessiblc 

from the parkin- lot and road for emergency evacuation 

of t .e injured, and also should have easy access from 

sl:i runs for bringing the injured in on toboggans. 

This should be a separate structure and it should have 

toilet an* washbasin facilities. A central lounge is 

necessary for ski patrol personnel as well as adequate 

and easily accessible storage space for avalance rescue 

and first aid supplies. It is also desirable to have 

beds available for the injured skiers while they wait 

to be taken to a Bozeman hospital. 

Also in this area, there should be quarters for 

the snow ranger and the avalance control as there is 

much work L*eing done at Bridger Bowl in these areas. 

Village Service. This system should be related to the 

village itself and the day lodge services. It should 

contain commercial services for the skier staying in 

the village and for the day skier at the area. This 

is a quite flexible category, depending on private 

enterprise and demand, but basically it would consist 



of sl:i si:ops for purchase and repair, a basic staples 

szcre somewhat like a drugstore or aelicntes sail, and 

possibly a cafeteria or restaurant facility. This 

area would be primarily responsible for taking a good 

share of the load off the day lodge, mainly through-

repair and food services. This area is an important 

space also in that it is one of the major links between 

the ski village and the aa3r lodge and should serve as 

a transition to draw the people into the village and 

its cultural and recreational facilities. A rapport 

between local skiers and visiting guests is a valuable 

ideal to strive for. This space should promote browsing 

and friendliness through a relaxed and enriched environ

ment (see also Aesthetic Considerations) that entices 

the skier to see more of the village complex. It is 

necessary to note that a lot of the success of the 

village will depend on the local reaction, keeping it 

an active space even when the lodge facilities are 

not full. 

Lodrring• In this section I will be concerned with only 

commercial lodging as opposed "o the semi-private con

dominium types which I will discuss later in a special 

section. It should be noted at this point that the 

establishment of a complete village with all its facilitie 

immediately available would be impossible and ever 

ridiculous to assume under the present conditions, but 



an over-all plar rust be formulated for the successful 

staged growth of the village- The sta.-e:: growth should 

be carefully planned and detailed ir. arfer to assure 

success anf the "illage's continued growth. It is of 

utmost ir.portar.ee to get the people involved (both 

local and visiting) in the growth of the village. 

This can be assured by making it an exciting space 

during all phases of development where each additional 

element builds upon the old excitement, mailing the 

space self-generating. 

The lodging enters highly at this point in that 

the rooms and spaces, and the overall character 

should serve to draw the out-of-town "commuter" skiers 

into them rather than back onto the highways. During 

the peal: ski vacation seasons, it will be no trouble 

to fill the units, but to guarantee yearly success, it 

must provide the impetus to the Billings, Helena, 3utte, 

and Great Falls skier to remain in the village. 

The lodging would be broken down into a series of 

smaller units probably varying from ten to thirty 

bedrooms per unit. In function, these units would be 

dependent upon the village for their services; they may 

connect to dining facilities, but none would have their 

own facilities within the structure. The rooms would 

be minimal with TV watching an'7 general lounging to be 



ir. a centralized ares within each unit. T'ese features 

breed social nobility snd encourage the interaction 

of people within the village to help make up a dynamic 

livinr area. 

Dininc end Entertainment. This social structuring is 

one of the basic beauties of the ski village and is 

a major contributing factor to their reputation for 

being congenial, fun places to which to go. This fact 

is directly related to their success. This is partly 

inherent in the nature of skiing itself. After the 

Deonle have spent si:-: hours alone with themselves on 

a mountain , which is essentially the mystic quality 

of skiing, they want to get together with their fellow 

skiers and express the joy and warmth of good companion

ship. It is necessary that the nature of the village 

recognize this and encourage its action. 

The dining and entertainment spaces should bo 

related quite closely. This vses the fact that the 

skier has already ventured 0"t into the village to eat 

to encourage him to visit entertainment spaces in the 

village, thereby becoming a part of the spirit of the 

village. This is whore the entertainment role begins. 

The night-time entertainment for skiers usually 

begins and ends in the bar. In creating entertainment 

places, it is necessary to realize that one place cannot 

handle the crowds of people. In addition, different 

people have different likes and dislikes in bar 



atmospheres. There should eventually be at least two 

2nd preferrable three or four bars in the villa~e. This 

is not such on outstanding number when you realise 

that one or two should be very small rich spaces 

geared to quiet relaxation and conversation. In contras 

these is the large, "renovated basement-" type bar 

that seems to just sort of happen. This type can be 

used for dancing and noisy gathering of larger groups 

of people. These spaces can be planned for, yet people 

will really ~et involved in the life and atmosp ere if 

they feel thoy are partly responsible for the space's 

discovery. The other bar should again be a larger spsce 

broken down by shape into smaller, more intimate spaces. 

This way a great number of skiers can frequent the space 

and move about to see friends and meet people without 

really losing the little bar charm and identity. This 

should be a nice warm, visually-enriched space capable 

of attracting a wide variety of people. 

A space should be provided for the younrer hids 

who cannot go into the bars as they ma!:e up a large 

per cent of the skiing population and the bartenders 

would have a much easier job if an adequate space were 

provided for them. It is important that this space be 

a very "now" space. It must be something they can say 

is theirs, a part of the pop culture. The main con

sideration of a space sucn -13 that is that it is vary 

flexible as pop is very rooted in change; it is sort 



of like a joke and r.ust be able to be discarded a~ any 

ror.er.t because nothing is more pathetic than an old 

joke. This space should be closely related in the 

village to the other enterta i-.ment areas, "his is rot 

to say they should be in a cluster, for that would kill 

the village, but only that they should organize and 

work as a whole, spreading exciterr,ent through the village. 

Recreation. The major recreation form which I visualize 

ir. the village is the us^ of the pond (see Fig. 15) far 

night activities like skating and broombsll. If handled 

correctly, this could becor.e a very vital part of -he 

villa~e as a natural focus element. This feature is 

a natural link between the day skiers and the villagers 

and it Should be promoted that way through building 

orientation and transition of building functions. 

Indoor recreation facilities would be ouite 

limited in scope in the project and would occur usually 

(if at all) in conjunction with the hotel lounges. 

These areas would possibly be just a space with table 

tennis or pool tables or room for other such small-scale 

activities. 

Local Housing. This may be considered the third area 

of study in my thesis and also the area which I shall 

probe in some detail. By the term local housing, I mean 

some form of housing for the p:ople of this area. That 

is, people who will be using the Bridger Bowl facilities 



quite consistently. I have net dec: dec yet r.s to wrr.t 

tvpe structure "his world i-v=lve. At this tire I 

only wish to set down some of the functions this type 

of housing should fulfill. 

Generally speaking, the unit should serve to house 

2 family or group of people on a ski vacation usually 

a weekend b;:t not r.ore than a week or two. It is 

also safe to assume that the same persons will not always 

be using the space and that the unit could be rented 

out when not in use by the owners. This is a common 

practice at many ski resorts today as a way in which 

the owner of the unit may obtain help in financing the 

cost and maintenance. 

In a space of this nature, it is difficult to 

establish actual specific conditions which the unit must 

meet. It is r.ore important to consider the various 

functions the space should allow for. In a situation 

such as this, flexibility is the key word. The space 

must allow for a wide range of conditions and meet their 

demands in the cost simple and efficient manner possible. 

There are centain basic functions that the space must 

perform and I shall mention these only in the context 

of their functions in the use of the space. 

Bedrooms. This category implies a closed off, 

private space that may or may not be extendable into 

other spaces. These are features that may be determined 

later, in the design stage of the problem. At this time 



it is important only to recognise that private spcce 

or spaces should be provided for in the design of the 

ur.it, and flexibility may or may not be s desired fertur 

depending upon the context of the rest of the space. 

One necessary feature is a space (which may be locked) 

where the owner can leave personal items in safety 

while renting out the unit# 

Bath. This area is relatively standard in any 

space and I do not anticipate any special conditions 

here exceot Dossibly the problem of storage for per

sonal bathroom items while the owner is away. 

Kitchen. The major distinguishing feature of this 

soace is that the duration of its use is very limited 

and therefore it does not demand the amount of food 

starage space that the normal kitchen requires. 

Food stuffs would be bought only to last for the 

tire of the vacation and any excess would eit'^nr be 

discarded or taker, with the people using the space. 

Storage of certain non-perishable items by the owner 

may be desired, but in general the space can be quite 

minimal. 

Storage. This can be categorized as being of 

two basic types: that provided for the owner and 

that for other occupants. This implies two separate 

spaces or at least an area of the storage where personal 



r~3 

items belonging to the owner may be left an:, locked 

ir safety by the owner. The major items in this 

category would be sl:i clothes and equipment. 

Storage for cleaning supplies on a large scale wo'ild 

be unnecessary as there would be a special service to 

care for this aspect of maintenance. Storage for 

the guests would be of the same nature, but this ares 

would not provide locks, and sl:i storage would be 

unnecessary. 

Living. This is the major aspect of the unit's 

use and requires in a sense the greatest flexibility. 

A person usi^g the facilities can be expected to do 

a great deal of entertaining simply because of the 

conditions with which he is involved: a stay of s:ort 

duration and the skiing atmosphere itself (mentioned 

previously in this section). This space has a diffi

cult function to perform ir that it must feel cozy and 

warm to the persons staying there (which implies a 

relatively small human-scaled snace), yet it must be 

able to handle larger groups of neople in an easy 

manner. This area may also be called upon to serve in 

another capacity, that of a bedroom. In some instances 

it will be necessary to house more people than the 

bedrooms can support and the living room should be 

able to convert into a sleeping area for the extra people. 



This vou'.d not be expected to f"n.c~ ior. ss veil ns 

bearoor., but it should provide s ser.i-privcte area 

or areas for sleeping purposes. 





in" *"TrV 'T 2 

3e cause of the hypothetical nature of the ^r abler, 

ir that I have no client cs sue'' for the villr.ge cor.pl ex, 

actual c.ollcr anc cents figures no not enter i-to this 

thesis. As in most architectural situations, I "ill 

stter.pt to give the cost service ir. buildings possible 

through a logical application of the roans an", materials 

under these particular circumstances. It would also 

be assured that as in any private enterprise, the village 

and its structures would begin to pay for themselves 

and make sizeable profits for the owners, otherwise 

it could ard would never be built. 

The economic basis for support of the pro.iect. i^ 

discussed at sore lergth in the sections on Coditions 

Creatine a TTeed and Local Conditions and the reader 

ray find it helpful to refer bach to these chapters. 

The village would either be built by private finan-

ceers and spaces rented to various private concerns, 

or the various private enterprises coula have structures 

built for ther within the framework of the village clan 

and structural whole. 

It is intended that every phase of the village 

bo self-supporting in its own right, yet the success 



each care — c GT?enc.enT in cor. ctner s*3""**2.ess c * t"e 

village complex in nr intervener. system of services - s 

c iscussed i*" the section eore2rr.ir.™ 1 unc^" -

feel vill help to insure the economic success of t'.ie 

entire vill re as veil as the individual svsters and 

parts that mal:e i" up. In this vay, private conee-^s 

voulr: be less likely to be hesitant or shertical of 

establishing their places in the vill?!-* 2er:cl~:-. 

-he related private housir;; would else be tied 

into the village for r.any of its services and t'^o-^u 
-* v • •- • * 

a syster. of rental, these units wouli also be somewhat 

financially self-supporting. This system in private 

housing encourages people with the moans to build a 

unit both -'or their personal enjoyment and as an invest

ment. T;-is would alleviate the problcr of neo~le b»Jnc 
• ' '"O 

ax raid to .^u-lIva a recre^ uion nome beca-if-6 t H 0 y """"si4-

they would not use it enough. Some people ray actually 

fi'-d living i- the Bridgers a new way of life ani mav 

wish to reside them on a more permanent basis. 

The entire complex is self-generating socially 

and economically and its system of dependent services 

adds to the stability of the economic bas- of the village 

complex. Through this self-generating interwoven nattern 

of services, the village con -row in progressive stages 

and can at all time remain an active vi4->i 4.„ 
-- '-•>. « — % j .. v, . x _ U U 

the social and economic growth of the Bonemar. area itself. 



SUMMARY 

In summary of mv thesis X should first sav "that- a Question of values arises 

in how the problem should be aporoached; "that, is what you want the useful out

come to be. The first and most obvious outcome is to further my individual 

development in archi tectum and the second is to rtroduce a plan that can he In 

give direction to Bridger Bowl's growth. Any situation such as this is bound to 

oroduce a certain number of difficulties in arriving at a solution when vou have 

been involved for vears with the neoDle and the nroblems. Throueh this association 

I know not onlv the nroble™s and how they have been solved to date, but the peonle 

an-^ what thev are likelv to do or accent, and thirdlv what I, as a skier and a 

designer, would like to see done. The three are not alwavs consistent, but then 

that is the nroblem and basic eoal of design; to nroduce from among the feasible 

alternatives the optimum or best oossible solution with resnect to the design. 

I am aware that the mere selection of the best available solution to the design 

oroblem does not signal the termination of the nroiect. This implies a group 

of coordinate sub—systems of which there are an in^'nte number of more sub—s^ste^s 

conrarisin<* them and of them still smaller and smaller sub-systems. 

In my thesis I wanted to first of all establish an over all concent that 

could include all the smaller individual narts that ^o to m»ke uo the whole, 

(i.e. lifts, ski shons, restaurants, drug stores, lodges, etc.) This develon-

ment by its nature can be first broken down into t^o basic cataf^ories: 

(1) the UDhill lift facilities and (2) the base area sunnort svstem. 

Vy major concentration as * designer is to stud-"* the base prea surr>ort 

systen which I then broke down into its basic factories: (1) access and narking, 

(?) onerat-'on?1 service (snow removal, Tna - r+on?nce. e+".), (3) service 



(basic needs, information, emergency. lli) vill?ge service (commercial features, 

and needs), (5) recreation ( in addition to the skiing), and (6) lodging 

(public and orivate). 

ji ^ s the Inst cata?or"- th? + T decider' to orobe in so^.e detail so I further 

bro're •tu-'s d^rr. into public an^ private lodging. I t^en decided to concentrate 

on the nrvate condiminium type dwellings Tnairly because this is to be t^e 

fs» „<,+ jasr>PC+ nf + Vig prea expansion to Ke constructed. In a problem of th^ *" 

cco^e T realize^ +ha.t »"n J could Ar> -was +onc^ brieflvon avbasic plan for the 

overal"1 de^elo^me^4- of the ^rea and then o^oe this plan had been established concen

trate on one particular prea to do two things. First to establish a nlar for this 

mcro-area consistent with the plan of the overall and reflect in this micro-area 

the the^e of the macro-area that is of the overall village community. As I be^an 

exolorinc: the condominium ~rea T realized that the study necessary to establish 

a worthy solution to iust t>>is area required much more time and effort than I 

h^d anticipated thus prohibiting ™e from going much further into other aspects 

of the village communitv. 

In discussing my solution to the overall plan it is iimortant to understand 

"tfhat the Brid^er Bowl Ski Area is primarily and owes its success to being a family 

ski area. I cannot discuss the reasons or ramifications of this in this section 

other than to sav this had a large bearing on the organization of the whole of 

the village AND the choice of the Darts making UP the village and their internal 

arrangement (i.e. the arrangement of the lodge structure and the fact of inclusion 

of family rental units in addition to condiminium units). 



Also it. should be noted that certain features have been established alreaav 

that have a bearing or. ny decisions. The narking lot is located -where it is 

because that area was bared by a forest fire, and secondl7r because of its relative^ 

flat exoanse of area. The existing lift and chalet establish the skiinr 

activities area of the complex. The rest of the solution is mine subject onlv 

to land ownership and formation and human behavior. 

Diagramaticllv the village would be organized within this framework: 

VJpHiLL 



• 

In the condiminium area T* wanted to create a series of environments 

through organiaation of different tyoes of soaces. I "wanted the buildings to work 

with the land in orovidinc two tvoes of climates. First an enclosed interior 

climate (protected)>and secondly a semi-orotected exterior climate bv arrangement 
1 

of the masses in sucfe a way as to orovi.de shelter to the walkwavs and soaces to 

act as a transition between the indoors and unprotected out of doors. I felt 

for" these reasons that the individual unit should be subservient to the whole, 

that is the comolex itself make the architectural statement rather than the indi

vidual building. That is not to say that the individual unit is not important 

itself, that would be foolish, but only to say that a comfortable simple unit 

well organized internally can combine with other such units to form a oleasing 

homopenious community for the basic enjovment of all the residents. 

Diagraraatically it can be exolained in plan as this: 

\ 



with the individual units arranged for shelter and conformance to the site 

and organization of the comolex and it is imoossible to exolain all the other 

factors influencing decisions in.thin this basic framework in this summary• 

I feel this problem has been of great benefit to me in increasing my architectural 

knowledge and esoecially in dealing with an actual situation that must be solved. 

I hooe that my work can be used to some extent by the Bridger Bowl Ski Area at 

least in establishing a master nlan for their development# 

in this manner: 

This summary is and can only be a brief description of the basic theory 
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